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MODULE 3: People and culture in 

organization design (JM) 

Themes: People and culture in organization design. Coordination inside the organization.

Learning objectives: After the module, you are able to evaluate the role of culture and 

climate in organization design, and understand how workflows and task design inside the 

organization affect organization design. You are also able to argue for different kinds of control 

and coordination mechanisms and how these can be linked to overall organization design.

Mandatory readings:

Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. D. (2021). Organizational design. Cambridge University Press. 4th edition -

Chapter 6

AND

Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. D. (2021). Organizational design. Cambridge University Press. 4th edition –

Chapter 7



MODULE 3: Readings & Sessions

Tuesday 13-15 – Lecture - U356 (ALMA MEDIA)

Themes: Coordination inside the organization

Readings: Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition - Chapter 6

Thursday 13-16 – Workshop - U356 (ALMA MEDIA) 

Themes: People and culture in organization design.

Readings: Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition – Chapter 7



Discussion on the readings

Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. D. (2021). Organizational design. Cambridge 

University Press. 4th edition - Chapter 6

Discuss in pairs:

• What did you find most interesting?

• What questions arose?



Focus of the day

We aim to address the following questions:

1. What kinds of different control and coordination mechanisms are there? How 

do they link to overall organization design?

2. How workflows and task design inside the organization affect organization 

design? 



Coordination 

and Control



Do it yourself or buy it from the market?

Transaction-cost economics perspective (Williamson, 1979):

• If transaction cost is low, it’s better to buy from market

• If transaction cost is high, better to integrate or do in-house

Recurring, strategically imperative, risky or complex activities are 

expensive (high transaction cost) to manage in a buyer-supplier 

contract (market)

Oftentimes these activities are done through employment contract (less 

transaction cost)

Why Organizations Instead of 

Markets?



Adler’s Three Control Mechanisms

Adler, P. S. (2001). Market, hierarchy, 

and trust: The knowledge economy and 

the future of capitalism. Organization 

science, 12(2), 215-234.



Classically, markets are pitted against centralized control (hierarchy)

Classically, employee contracts are managed through hierarchical 

control:

• Inherent authority – Right to give orders and they need to obeyed

• Clear chain of command – Clear line from CEO to the lowest of 

workers, information cascading up or down

• Singular point of authority – A clear and singular supervisor

Classic Organization - Hierarchy



Adler’s Three Organizing Principles

Adler, P. S. (2001). Market, hierarchy, 

and trust: The knowledge economy and 

the future of capitalism. Organization 

science, 12(2), 215-234.



Both market and hierarchy base their view of human nature on extrinsic 

incentives and motivations (money, contract, safety etc.)

Ignores “soft control” mechanisms 

“Homo economicus” emphasis is strong here, ignoring e.g. “Homo 

ludens” and “Homo sociologicus” nature in us

Can’t explain well coordination in non-hierarchical organizations or 

some forms of voluntary work

Market & Hierarchy



“Soft control” mechanisms are a great way to align people for common 

action

“Soft control”: shared culture and norms, loyalty, motivation towards the 

job, commitment to clients, shared vision, fun of doing things etc.

Committed individuals need less monitoring, are more proactive, and 

have higher job satisfaction, job engagement, and productivity

Might also be more aligned with ideas of basic human rights

Adler conceptualizes this form of coordination and control as 

“Community”

Community



Adler’s Three Organizing Principles

Adler, P. S. (2001). Market, hierarchy, 

and trust: The knowledge economy and 

the future of capitalism. Organization 

science, 12(2), 215-234.



Basic Forms to Fit

Functional Matrix

Simple Divisional

Functional 

specialization 

& Exploitation 

orientation

Market Orientation & 

Exploration orientation
Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. 

D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition



Three Principles & Organization Form



Design Element Focus

Kolbjørnsrud, V. (2018). Collaborative organizational 

forms: on communities, crowds, and new hybrids. 

Journal of Organization Design, 7(1), 11.



Real-life organization are rarely of any “pure” form, but rather a hybrid

Trend towards flat organizing and organization adaptability can seen as 

changing focus from hierarchy to community (from authority to trust)

There are also organizations who have incorporated market as an 

integral coordination mechanism

However, market as the dominant coordination mechanism is difficult, 

since having only the price mechanism makes having common goals 

challenging (one of the core properties of organizations)

Hybrid Nature



Hybrid Nature

Kolbjørnsrud, V. (2018). Collaborative organizational 

forms: on communities, crowds, and new hybrids. 

Journal of Organization Design, 7(1), 11.



Hybrid Nature

Kolbjørnsrud, V. (2018). 

Collaborative organizational 

forms: on communities, crowds, 

and new hybrids. Journal of 

Organization Design, 7(1), 11.



Example companies



Task Design

and Workflow



Task Design

Two main dimensions:

• Variability

• Connectedness

Variability = variance of output, how tailor-made or one-off a 

product/service is

Connectedness = How interdependent or interconnected different 

phases of work are 



Task Design

Complicated Knotty

Orderly Fragmented

Connected-

ness

Variability Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. 

D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition



Pros and Cons
Orderly Complicated Fragmented Knotty

Descripti

on

(Semi-)standardized 

tasks that are not

interconnected

(Semi)-standardized tasks 

that are interconnected

(Semi-)tailormade 

tasks that are not

interconnected

(Semi-)tailormade 

tasks that are 

interconnected

Example

Standard law cases –

easy inheritance cases 

or taxes

Standard software delivery -

Standard product rollout

R&D work – New 

market entries or 

technologies

Games industry –

Large AAA games

Fits

Standardized and 

independent knowledge 

and manufacturing work

Standardized knowledge 

work, complicated 

manufacturing

Tailormade 

knowledge work, 

innovation

Large and 

interconnected 

knowledge work

Pros

Problems in one task 

area don’t affect the 

other

High efficiency because 

standardization is high

Achieving complicated 

outputs

High efficiency because 

standardization is high

Problems in one 

task area don’t 

affect the other

Adaptability to 

customer needs

Adaptability to 

customer needs

Ability to deliver 

large wholes

Cons

Adaptability to customer 

needs

Achieving complicated 

outputs

Adaptability to customer 

needs

Problems in one task cascade 

to other tasks

Achieving large  

complicated outputs

Efficiency can be 

low

Costly to coordinate

Problems in one 

task cascade to 

other tasks



Task Design and Organization 

Structures
The organization structures and task design are very intertwined

• Structures can enable or hinder task completion (depending on task 

characteristics)

• Task design can create enablers or blockers for organizational 

development

Task design can be developed, but often some aspects are fixed (e.g.

because of the physical nature of a product)

Strategy, business model, and go-to-market can fix certain aspects of 

product/services and thus can affect task design 



ICU



ICU

Patient 

enrolment
Treatment

After care & 

departure



ICU

ICU 

department 1

ICU 

department 2



ICU

Surgery 

patient

Other 

intensive care

Enrolment and 

pre-

examination

Surgent 

quality circle



Task Design of New Products

The above is most relevant when we have a pre-existing product and 

some organization

In new products, the task design evolves as the product evolves (e.g. in 

variability) and the way product is done evolves (e.g. in connectedness 

of required work) 

Need to be mindful: Conway's law & Reverse Conway's law

If you have four groups working on a 

product, you will get a 4-piece 

product 

(information/coordination structure -> 

product)

If you historically have a 4-piece 

product, you will have 4 teams working 

on them 

(product -> information/coordination 

structure)



Task Design

Complicated Knotty

Orderly Fragmented

Connected-

ness

Variability Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. 

D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition



Work-

flows



Workflows

Complicated Knotty

Orderly Fragmented

Connected-

ness

Variability Burton, R. M., Obel, B., & Håkonsson, D. 

D. (2021). Organizational design. 

Cambridge University Press. 4th edition

Waterfall Agile



Waterfall 

& Agile



Enterprise Agile



Summary
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aalto.fi

Thank You!

https://www.linkedin.com/school/aalto-university/
https://twitter.com/aaltouniversity
https://www.youtube.com/user/aaltouniversity
http://instagram.com/aaltouniversity
http://www.facebook.com/aaltouniversity
http://www.aalto.fi/snapchat/
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